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S T R E T C H:   A N   I N Q U I R Y  
    
  “There’s no enunciation without positionality. You have to position    
  yourself somewhere in order to say anything at all."  

1.   Sixteen shoes washed up on the Salish Sea coast between August 2007 & February 2016. 
Each contained a foot - 13 right, 3 left.  Some found a mate - one right size 11 Nike on Valdes 
Island, its left on Westham Island, a colossal step away:  the right leaving, the left returning, 
home.  The feet are being held for interrogation at such a time as Science can reconstruct a 
person from heel, toes & sole.  [Check veracity.] 

 Workings of the Ocean & its inhabitants have washed almost all prints, 
 maker & country-of-origin IDs, away.  Accessories-after-the-fact.   
 All heading East.  That way, no, this way:     
 we're all somebody's east. 
 This is not a poem because it has feet in it. 
 If it is a poem it is because it goes way past where the footprints end.   
 Footless in Almost Paradise it goes forwards, arguing, stumping. 
 If there is no beginning there need be no end.   

2.   This section has been studied at a great remove from reality & is housed in the National 
Library partly under "Fictions of Invasion:  International Footwear Conspiracies"; partly 
"Migratory Patterns:  Nisei, Nikkei; Metis; Inuit; Dene (Navajo - prehistory); Acadian; Black 
Loyalists; Beothuk."  {But no offshore old-stock money trail?} [Research dominion & the 
paradox of supremacy/dependency.] 

 The music of persuasion is a slick rhetoric.  In Anglo-Canada  
 vir-tue is a portmanteau word akin to humanliness, 
 demonocracy, servilized, apoloquy.  In this case you will not find  
 reconcile, recompense, reflect; just relocate or be home to man-kill.     



3.    To assimilate is to make fakes of others to simulate union.  A foot washed up on Tyee Spit in 
August 2008 was a hoax, a skeletal paw packed in seaweed inside a shoe on a beach.  RCMP say 
a charge of public mischief is being entertained.  That'll be two hoaxes.  When assimilates resist, 
assimilationists get royally pissed off.  Troops get high on loyalty, fixed bayonets rust in the 
driving rain.  Wipe that smile off your page.  See? 

 Erasure portends a theft, see-saws against palimpsest.   
 It takes everything out:  pretext, subtext & context.   
 Hence the lacuna known as text-book.  Holes are not so holy.   
 Closed book; end of inquiry.  The pages of History bleed myth,  
 chaos, the miscreant tracks of legend, which, pun notwith- 
 standing, is a foot of a different water.  Change unchanged is halcyon: 
 "Recognizing Chief Spence from Attawapiskat:  you have a question?" 

4.    Dissimilate is not the way out of the assimilation conundrum.  Fallen consonants litter the 
floor of day schools like shooed feet:  a man's right foot in a white size 12 Reebok; a right foot in 
a size 12 Adidas ("missing man... depression"); left foot in New Balance model 622 athletic shoe, 
white with blue trim, men's 10 1/2.  Language anguish is the agent of disinformation.  It could 
ungrinch us all. Economic assimilation may also, to coin a phrase, not sell. 

 Since federation government's default has been to dis otherness.   
 (Who put dis & cuss into the same word?) 
 Theories on the washed up feet, lefts & rights,  
 variously sized & shod, on the Salish Seashore,  
 include migration from Asia by means of tsunami.   
 On our part of the Northamerican land mass,  
 we rarely miss feet only but rather find ourselves  
 losing whole persons.  Whole.  Persons.   
 It is a mark of care-less-ness unfixable by apology,  
 hence beyond the reach of proliticians.  Apparently.   
 Catabolism is the trump of assimilation 
 in that political sphere where  
 the simplest slogans garner the loudest cheers.   
 It has not proved possible to graft likeness  
 in a single body or culture, even if a snapshot 
 seems to have snapped it shut.   



5.    Hysteria is as womanly as dum-dum is manly:  everything wounds.  Ash is the end-point of 
engendered possessiveness, smoke some kind of cure.  The properties of smoke are what it is not 
what it owns.  Ownership defends us against voids,  evacuation.  If thinking is a web, knowledge 
is its orb-weaver, action its hackled silk.  Smoke drifts.  Snow melts.  Women disappear:  insult 
by insult, blow by blow the wound colonizes the body.  Does the person who owns the running 
shoe own the foot the shoe now has sole possession of?  The women whose shapes wafted into 
oblivion are the smoke of what fire?  Just a wisp, a wisp, a whisper of a woman...  

 Smoke finds its way out, just as water seeps  
 or gushes, through holes:  fire & lizard tongues dance as they meet. 
 Smoke languorously stretching out is fire at worship of itself.   
 Just like any God.  Smoke mirrors political agendas; 
 photoshops photo-ops in a thin smear; 
 signals an armada's afloat on colonized waters; 
 is everywhere mercantile man has stolen & stalled. 

 Not just homicidal, smoke is carnivorous & a dead 
 giveaway if you're the prey. 
 Economic cannibalism triggers pre-emptive genocide: 
 rare  medium  done 
 & no ladder through to the other side 
 though a keen anthropologist 
 tailors mythic texts into plain white rhetoric: 
 smoked meat smoked fish smoked planet 
 consumption's where the air sacs sag into grey waste. 

 Out on Highway 16, where women missing feat- 
 ures hobble the ridges, shoeless, faceless, foot- 
 less from fire-pit to fire-pit, smoke-smudged air 
 at the horizon consumes the tree-line 
 & infuses sunsets with a muted hysteria    



6.     Skin covers a multitude of sins, or is that synecdoche?  Depending on the colour of your 
money, it'll take you to Upper Canada College, McGill, Bay Street & an ermine-lined box or to 
Main & Hastings for a slow shuffled shanking & skanking.  Given the right birthwhite it'll 
stretch:  money, skin.  But skin can stretch thought as resurrection does onslaught.  Godlike we 
colonized ourselves, given all that upright shoaling & schooling & calling ... but right dreaming 
will surely restore a human face... 

 From sea to shining is a northern light show of heavy spectacle.   
 Light, on its feet.             
 Atmosphere is the launch-pad.   
 Mood, passing screen to screen, such tiny screens,              
 seems trivial but dissimulates the resurgence of ...  
 soul ... the Spring of desire ... the raising of the living  
 to life.  In our skin we can do it (it'll stretch). 
 Even with shifting tone 
 hobbled & genetically chaotic come we forth.   
 And the common good surpasses the dreams of unicorns.    
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...a people ruled in wisdom...

I will consider incarceration that started out as sanctuary but came to have a holy-piss 
smell to it that blessed the left nostril & cauterized the right

I will talk of incarceration in the service of the goodfellows of the town & the fine ladies of 
the 'not-yet-non-existent' society

And I will tell of the incarcerated in their unspeakable gratitude at being safely out of 
homing's way in return for three squares, a cot & cells chemicalized to a fare-thee-well

I will show the tongue-tied, the hared-lips, the towered skulls, the nerve-tree of scarce 
root & scarcer fruit, the body in two-step-, four-step-lock, stiff as a mortuary slab, in the shapes 
of fallen angles

And I will pore over the text of the genetic code like a feral proofreader scavenging for 
breaks & mistranslations

I will name the syndromes & sundromes & moondromes of these constellated outsiders 
of bizarre & eccentric orbit

And I will write in bold & underline their ways of difference & of lack - for there must be 
difference, there must be lack if there is to be protecting & caring for

I will let you taste the vinegar rag that breaks up encrustations of salt, savours of sweat, 
icebergs of sacrifice

And I will point past the Acetone Curtain to the archipelagos of quadriplegics, lazing or 
beached, in the first light of Day Shift & say, "Lo, there are your charges. Go forth & love them."

I will bid a grey English Good Morning to the unorientated new-landed immigrant:  the 
Iberian, the Irishman, the Jamaican

And I will watch slack-jawed the young hombré from the foothills of the Pyrenees pass 
through the Curtain & right out for the count, now skewed & breakfast late

I will never find a measure of the diminution of man's kindness, the erosion of 
compassion encompassed within such stone walls & white coats

And I will, slack-jawed again, watch the Human Genome Project grow its human chain of 
God-like knowledge to the point it can offer to the bearers of the chromosomally-challenged, the 
recessively fluked, the glorious freedom of non-existence

And for another time in another way unmarked graves transport anonymity into eternity
A quiet spot at the edge of the park-like property, treed & birded with the ground scored 

by sticks & crosses bearing numbers in homage to the gods of bureaucracy
A quiet spot where sheep, if left to, might graze in perfect safety, but accounted for, 

every last sheep accounted for... 




